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The first day of school was a virtual blast! Three
teachers shared virtual time with our new
student as we all learned how to use distance
learning technology. The day was a great success
as the SLCA student and teachers worked
collaboratively together in serving one another
to fulfill SLCA’s mission of loving by serving!
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Virtual Field Trip to India

The first virtual field trip to India was an exciting adventure. SLCA also invited two new students
to join the journey to India as they experienced viewing the Taj Mahal. Other famous india
places and food finished up the exciting time of this wonderful field trip.

Let’s Have Fun with Project Based Learning
Project based learning is a wonderful instructional
method in which students gain knowledge and skills
by working for an extended period of time to
investigate and respond to an engaging challenge. One
recent example was the homeless project of which a
student created and explains the processes and costs
associated with homeless shelter programs. Another
project included learning about endangered sea
animals and advocating what we can do to reverse
their risk. Project based learning is a great experience
for SLCA students to work together to create projects
to share with an audience.

New Students Join SLCA
In November, we had the privilege of
welcoming two new students to our
SLCA school. These new students
adapted so quickly to our academic
virtual
program
and
rapidly
overcame any learning curves that
came their way. SLCA is so happy that
our new students are a part of the
SLCA family!
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Fun Art & PE

Art is such a fantastic experience for
SLCA students as they use a variety of
media to engage in cooperative
learning activities with each other. PE
at SLCA is a great time for SLCA
students to move their bodies to
rhythm, beat, and music. SLCA
students also participate in virtual
calisthenics of strengthening their
upper and lower muscle groups.
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SLCA Christmas Performance
The Christmas performance at SLCA is a delightful virtual experience of SLCA students interacting
with each other role playing the traditional Nativity story of the birth of Jesus. This special time of
the year includes Christmas chapels that give a spiritual education of the true meaning of
Christmas. Christmas crafts, games, caroling, and activities give us a way to wrap up this wonderful
celebration at Christmas time!

Winter Trimester 2021 Begins Soon
Welcome to the new second term or winter trimester which begins on January 4, 2021. Exciting
virtual events will be happening during the winter trimester such as, virtual field trips to the
Philippines and Africa, talent show, rock painting, spirit week, science projects, Celebrate
Friendship Day, and a game tournament. SLCA is confident that our SLCA students will take these
wonderful opportunities to gain insights that will prepare them for the 2021 year.

